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The research based on a comprehensive study on the current Chinese emotional 
category TV talk shows, with a case study about the ‘luyu’, used qualitative research 
methods, exploring the social background and the status of the Chinese emotional 
category TV talk shows from the Communication and sociology, and demonstrating 
the impact of factors of the Chinese emotional category TV talk shows by  analyzing 
the ‘luyu’ With journalism, psychology, and analyzing the defects of the Chinese 
emotional category TV talk shows, for providing the theory and practice reference for 
the development of the Chinese emotional category TV talk shows, and some ideas 
for the Chinese emotional category TV talk shows study in the future. 
At first, the research define the Chinese emotional category TV talk shows, by 
combining psychology and journalism: A TV talk show that the theme is the 
emotional journey and growth experience of personal and relationships, carring the 
task of the emotional venting and solving the practical problems. It arouses people's 
sense of morality and responsibility by strong humanistic, concerning to the public 
and the lives of ordinary emotional story of a trivial matter. 
Second, the research explored the social background of the Chinese emotional 
category TV talk shows in a transition phase of the background in China, and 
analysed the three major typles of the Chinese emotional category TV talk shows by 
the main line of the guests, which are the main factor of emotional category TV talk 
shows: the theme of emotional life of the celebrities and the ordinary people, and the 
people who have incomplete emotional life. 
Third, the research demonstrated the impact of factors of the Chinese emotional 
category TV talk shows by analyzing the ‘luyu’ as an case study：the choice of guests, 
host and the design point of interest. 
In the end of paper, the research raised two points to which Chinese emotional 
category TV talk shows should pay more attention, such as ethics and authenticity, 
and so on. 
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学术界一般认为最早的一档电视谈话节目是美国全国广播公司于 1954 年 9




视谈话节目相继推出：重庆电视台的综合类谈话节目《龙门阵》（1999 年 10 月 4
日）、中央电视台的老年谈话节目《相约夕阳红》（1999 年 1 月 2 日）、湖北电视
台的历史谈话节目《往事》（2000 年 12 月 31 日）、中央电视台的经济类谈话节
目《对话》（2000 年 7 月 8 日）、黑龙江电视台的法制谈话节目《当事者说》（2001
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